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Introduction
This resource book is a support tool for the AYSO Introduction to Instruction Course.
The course introduces potential AYSO instructors to the role of the AYSO instructor,
the general aspects of presenting an AYSO course and engaging in post-course
activities.
The objectives of the Introduction to Instruction Course are:
•

To make attendees aware of what it means to be an AYSO instructor.

•

To educate potential AYSO instructor candidates in the basic
instructional skills used to present AYSO courses.

• To familiarize attendees with the basic presentation methods they will use
as AYSO instructors; lecture, demonstration and guided participation.
•

To familiarize attendees with where to find and how to use
course and lesson plans for AYSO instruction.

• To familiarize attendees with the use of visual aids in presenting AYSO
courses.
•

To make attendees aware of the types of questions and how to
appropriately ask and answer questions as an AYSO instructor.

•

To make attendees aware of the additional requirements to
complete instructor training and certification.

There are no specific prerequisites to attend the Introduction to Instruction course.
However, attendees who attend the course are expected to be currently registered
AYSO volunteers, have a basic understanding of AYSO and the specific discipline in
which they intend to teach -- Coach, Referee, Management or VIP – and a
commitment to take AYSO’s Safe Haven® prior to being granted status as an
instructor.
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What It Means To Be An
AYSO Instructor
AYSO Instructors play an integral role in ensuring the fulfillment of the AYSO vision
and the implementation of the AYSO philosophies, enabling AYSO to maintain its
unique leadership position in youth sports.
AYSO Vision Statement:
To provide world-class youth soccer programs that enrich children’s lives.
AYSO Mission Statement:
To develop and deliver quality youth soccer programs which promote a fun, family
environment based on the AYSO Philosophies.
•

Everyone Plays®: Our program’s goal is for kids to play soccer—so we
mandate that every player on every team must play at least half of every
game.

•

Balanced Teams: Each year we form new teams as evenly balanced as
possible—because it is fair and more fun when teams of equal ability play.

•

Open Registration: Our program is open to all children between 4 and 18
years of age who want to register and play soccer. Interest and enthusiasm
are the only criteria for playing.

•

Positive Coaching: Encouragement of player effort provides for greater
enjoyment by the players and ultimately leads to better-skilled and bettermotivated players.

•

Good Sportsmanship: We strive to create a positive environment based on
mutual respect rather than a win-at-all-costs attitude, and our program is
designed to instill good sportsmanship in every facet of AYSO.

•

Player Development: We believe that all players should be able to develop
their soccer skills and knowledge to the best of their abilities, both individually
and as members of a team, in order to maximize their enjoyment of the game.

The fundamental principles inherent in our vision and mission statements are the
foundation of AYSO and must be emphasized in all aspects of instruction and
ultimately in program implementation. Soccer is our game and no one does a better
job than AYSO at providing the coach, referee, management and flexible program
support necessary to teach the game to young players.
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What is AYSO Instruction?
The quality of our programs is unsurpassed in the soccer community and we
continue to develop, maintain and update our programs according to the wisdom of
experience and the thinking of the most respected experts in the world.
Instructors play a crucial role in ensuring our volunteers have the best training
available to do their jobs, as well as to instill the knowledge and pride in the
volunteer’s hearts that there is truth in the often used catch phrases such as:
“AYSO is a program that enriches children’s lives”
“AYSO is a youth soccer program that keeps child development in mind”
“AYSO is about kids first and soccer second”
“AYSO is for the kids”
Indeed, the impact AYSO volunteers have on countless developing young players’
lives will far outlast the memories of the won/loss records of the teams on which they
play. This is the aspect of AYSO that sets us apart and makes us special. We know
how to teach the game but it is just as important that we teach our volunteers to
remember that...
“In AYSO, it’s about more than the game!”

What is AYSO Instruction?
Being an AYSO instructor means you represent AYSO and, in addition to knowledge
of your discipline, requires you understand and support AYSO’s vision and mission
and be an advocate for the AYSO national programs you will teach others about. As
an AYSO Instructor, you are the window to AYSO for all the volunteers you train. It
is your responsibility to ensure the attendees understand what makes AYSO
different from other youth sports organizations. The AYSO philosophies and the
AYSO culture that focuses on child development are what make AYSO special.
Instruction is possible because of two abilities common to most adult learners:
• The ability to communicate
• The ability to learn
The distinction between the two is important for instructors to clearly understand.
Learning does not necessarily accompany communication. Communication is the
sending and receiving of information. Learning is the accumulation of knowledge.
A simple example: I have a sore foot: I say “my foot is sore”; you hear “my foot is
sore”; you understand my foot is sore. We have communicated.
If you’ve had a sore foot, then you have both experience (from yourself) and
knowledge (from me) about the soreness of my foot. I may need to step on your foot
to give you the experience you need for true learning.
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Resources available to AYSO Instructors
Learning can be reinforced through:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Repetition
Questioning
Use of different methods of instruction
Examinations/quizzes/learning exercises
Demonstration

Resources available to AYSO Instructors
1. www.eAYSO.org for course request, roster management and recording volunteer training
2. www.ayso.org for lesson plans and course materials
3. www.aysotraining.org for online training and manuals
4. The AYSO Supply Center for instructor and attendee materials:
a. AYSO Reference Book
b. AYSO National Rules & Regulations
c. AYSO Edition of the FIFA Laws of the Game
d. Coaching Manuals
e. Referee Manuals
f. Management Position Manuals
g. VIP Program Manuals
h. Program Administration Manuals
i. Instructor Resource Manuals
5. Support staff – as detailed below
As AYSO instructors, you are not on your own; you are part of a national
organization and assistance is available at many levels:
6. Regional Commissioner and Regional Board: Treasurer, Registrar, Safety
Director, Child and Volunteer PA, Regional Coach Administrator, Regional
Referee Administrator, and in some Regions, additional board members.
7. Area Director and Area Staff: Area Coach Administrator, Area Referee
Administrator and Area Management Administrator and others.
8. Section Director and Section Staff: Section Coach Administrator, Section Coach
Trainer, Section Referee Administrator, Section Management Administrator and
others.
9. National Coaching, Management, Referee and Tournament Advisory Commissions
10. AYSO National Office Staff
11. Experienced instructors in the Region, Area, Section and National Office.
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The AYSO Instructor
Program Structure
Introduction to
Instruction

Coach
Instructor

Management
Instructor

Referee
Instructor

Advanced
Coach
Instructor

Advanced
Management
Instructor

Advanced
Referee
Instructor

National
Coach
Instructor

National
Management
Instructor

National
Referee
Instructor

VIP Instructor

Contacts for information regarding the AYSO Instructor Program:
1. Katie Brady, National Player Development Coordinator
Phone: (800) 872-2976 x7974 email katiebrady@ayso.org
2. Torie Tinder, National Management Program Coordinator
Phone: (800) 872-2976 x7973 email torietinder@ayso.org
3. Debbie Dakouzlian, National Programs Support Coordinator
Phone: (800) 872-2976 x7963 email debbiedakouzlian@ayso.org
4. Colleen Dalit, National VIP (Very Important Player) Coordinator
Phone: (800) 872-2976 x7983 email colleendalit@ayso.org
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AYSO Approved Course
and Lesson Plans
Up to date AYSO course and lesson plans are available on the website
www.ayso.org.
Complete courses and individual lessons must be taught in accordance with the
specified length and defined curriculum and should not be cut short or overextended.
In order to maintain consistency in the quality of our national programs in coaching,
management, refereeing and VIP, it is essential that AYSO Instructors follow AYSO
approved and current course and lesson plans. Some variations may exist for the
course and lesson plans across the different disciplines but they will generally follow
the format:

Overall Course Plan
Functions of a Course Plan:
1. Provides a focus for learning and for systematic teaching
2. Keeps content consistent from one teaching event to the next
3. Identifies the objectives of the course
4. Provides overall course organization
Elements of a Course Plan:
• Course Description – Brief description of course
• Course Prerequisites – Requirements for attendance
• Teaching Objectives – Overall intended course objectives
• Equipment and Materials – List of needed course equipment and materials
• Instructor Notes – Specific instructor information (often in text boxes)
• Course Outline – List of individual lessons (classes, modules, etc.) in course
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Individual Lesson Plan

Individual Lesson Plan
•

Description
The description provides a short explanation of what the lesson addresses and
should include the time required to cover the material and may include
suggestions for how this should be done; such as by lecture, demonstration
and/or guided participation or some combination of the three.

•

Goals
Lesson goals include the main points covered in the body of the lesson plan
found between the introduction and the conclusion. Goals determine purpose,
aim and rationale for what the instructor and the attendees will engage in during
this lesson. Use this section to establish the specific lesson goals. Goals should
be specific.

•

Attendee Materials
This section provides a list of the materials each attendee will need during this
lesson and should include the necessary handouts, publications, workbooks and
other equipment such as soccer balls, assistant referee flags, flip chart paper,
sticky note paper, etc.

•

Instructor Equipment and Materials
This section identifies the specific equipment and materials that are required in
order for the instructor to successfully present the content as intended in the
lesson plan. This includes such things as PowerPoint presentation, LCD
projector, display screen, open spaced facility (gymnasiums or soccer fields),
samples of publications, etc.

•

Lists of Attachments (Handouts, etc.)
The attachments referred to in the lesson plan are listed here and should be
included at the end of the lesson plan or in the accompanying lesson plan files.

•

Introduction
This is where the instructor(s) will be introduced and the topic of the lesson
explained and what will be expected of the attendees. Where appropriate, draw
upon previous training and activities (link to the past) and set the stage by
preparing attendees for future activities and further knowledge (bridge to the
future).

•

Body of the Lesson Plan
All of the individual goals of the lesson plan are included between the
Introduction and the Conclusion. This is the main Body of the lesson plan and
should constitute the bulk of the lesson plan. There may be numerous goals
identified and therefore numerous parts to this section of the lesson plan.
Instructors should manage their time to devote most of the time allotted to
covering this section of the lesson plan.
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•

Conclusion (Closure)
The conclusion should draw the ideas presented in the lesson together to ensure
that any misunderstandings the attendees may have are corrected. The
conclusion needs to reinforce the attendees learning.

•

Confirmation (Testing, Assessment, Evaluation)
This section focuses on ensuring that the attendees have arrived at the intended
destination. The instructor needs to gather some evidence that this happened.
There are a wide variety of ways that this can be accomplished, for example:
Demonstration of skills by attendees
Questions and answers
Written examination
Oral examination
Repetition of lesson activities without the same level of guidance
provided originally
o Games or activities that test as well as reinforce the lesson
o
o
o
o
o

Teaching Methods
Lectures, Demonstrations and Guided Participation
Attendees understand and remember better when presentations are interesting and
organized appropriately for the attendees.
As instructors, be aware that incorrect information presented well will be
remembered; while a bad presentation of accurate information may not be
remembered.
The key elements of a presentation are as follows:
• The presentation provides accurate, correct, “official” information. As AYSO
instructors you must ensure that the information you present comes from official
AYSO sources and that information is not made up
• As an instructor you want to motivate attendees to learn, think and act
• Present the subject in an unthreatening manner – when attendees feel
threatened they do not care to learn
• Create an environment of trust, respect, and authority
• Offer interaction, involvement, and integration
What makes a presentation good?
• The presentation is interesting
• The presentation is organized
• The presentation is understandable
• The information presented is at the correct level of learning for the attendees
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Lectures, Demonstrations and Guided Participation
There are three presentation methods or techniques of teaching that you will be
using as an AYSO entry level instructor: Lecture, demonstration and guided
participation. The value of each method to facilitate learning varies. Instructors need
to use the best presentation method for the situation. Good instructors look for
opportunities to employ these various methods based upon the subject matter being
taught and the needs of the attendees.
Lecture: A lecture is a carefully prepared oral presentation of a particular subject by
a qualified individual. Lecturing is informative speaking. ATTENDEES LEARN BY
LISTENING – THEY LISTEN AND THEY HEAR – AUDITORY LEARNING. When
the primary goal of the learning process is information transfer the lecture method is
well suited. A lecture is not the best approach to teach technical motor skills or
when attendee involvement is an essential part of the learning process.
The advantages of lectures are:
• Presents information in an organized way in a relatively short period of time
• Identifies, explains and clarifies difficult concepts, problems or ideas
• Stimulates or inspires the attendees to further inquiry
• Provides a framework for learning activities and further study which are to follow
• Can be presented to large groups where interaction is not practical
• Can be used to explain relationships between previously learned and new
information
• More useful in presenting knowledge level type of information as compared to
procedural information
The disadvantages of lectures are:
• Can be boring, especially if the lecturer is monotone or lacks energy
• Lacks learner involvement
• Little opportunity to develop rapport with the attendees
• Less opportunity for confirmation that the attendees acquired knowledge of the
information presented
• Lecturing Tips: Not everyone learns by listening to a lecture and a boring lecture
is not a good learning environment
Demonstration: Demonstrations are an excellent way to illustrate points that enable
the attendees to comprehend material in a short period of time. A demonstration
shows how something works or how something is done, and the procedures
followed in doing or performing the task. Demonstration can translate descriptive
information into actual practice. Demonstrations of skills are often required in order
for attendees to fully comprehend. ATTENDEES LEARN BY SEEING – THEY SEE
AND THEY UNDERSTAND – VISUAL LEARNING. A demonstration is used to
model a skill and a demonstration may be used to support and explain.
There are three basic types of demonstrations you will be using as an Instructor:
•
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Teaching Methods

Lectures, Demonstrations and Guided Participation
•

A volunteer or assistant demonstrates a task – this could be a player or a coinstructor–remember–make sure they can actually do it right if you use this
technique. Not demonstrating is better than demonstrating incorrectly

•

Videotape can be shown that shows the correct method of performance

The advantages of a demonstration:
• Visual – the attendees see and hear it actually happening
• Appeal to more than one sense (visual and auditory)
• Attendee interest is increased
• They are illustrative
• “A picture says a thousand words” – many times it’s easier to show it than it is to
describe it.
• Better for procedural or sequential activities
The disadvantages of a demonstration:
• Large groups have difficulty seeing
• More things can go wrong
• They take time to prepare and present properly
• More contingencies need to be considered
Demonstration Tips: When something is demonstrated incorrectly or improperly it
makes a lasting impression. The instructor must make sure the activity can be
demonstrated properly before using it as a teaching technique. If you demonstrate it
correctly once, you might want to stop there – leave them with the correct visual
impression!
Guided Participation: Guided participation is an excellent teaching technique that
involves the attendees by having them actually perform an activity or skill. This
technique combines visual learning with a hands-on approach to have the attendees
show an understanding of the material being taught through performance. Guided
participation is characterized by the instructor having the opportunity to critique and
correct attendee performance. It facilitates peer-to-peer interactions that can result
in increased learning opportunities. The opportunity for feedback between the
instructor and the attendees, and between the attendees themselves creates a
better possibility for the intended learning to be mastered correctly. ATTENDEES
LEARN BY DOING – THEY DO AND THEN DEMONSTRATE THAT THEY KNOW –
HANDS ON LEARNING.
The advantages of guided participation:
• Visual and active
• Allow for direct feedback
• Personalize the learning process
• High degree of attendee involvement
• Allow the attendees to relate learned material to a real world application
• Have the benefits of a demonstration
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Visual Aids
•
•
•
•

The disadvantages of a guided participation:
Large groups are hard to manage
Loss of control of the learning environment is increased
Time consuming to prepare and present

Guided Participation Tips: When using guided participation, the instructor needs to
circulate and correct attendees as they attempt to master the learning. It is very
important to correct attendees so they do not practice the wrong technique. Perfect
practice makes perfect, imperfect practice only makes permanent.

Visual Aids
Having effective visual aids can make an otherwise dull and boring presentation
more exciting. Effective visual aids engage attendees in the learning process.
Using Props or Objects:
• Make sure the object is appropriate. For example when describing a soccer ball
the ball should be the proper size and weight and safe for play. When describing
an under inflated ball use an under inflated ball.
•

Make sure the object can be seen or passed around so that it can be viewed.

•

Don’t allow the class to become distracted by objects, such as passing around a
large number of balls and trying to talk about another topic at the same time.

•

Use props or objects that are AYSO appropriate, for example, only show a
uniform that has the AYSO logo.

Using flip charts or white/blackboards:
1. Write large - people in the back need to be able to read the visual
2. Arrange the flip chart so that the attendees can see it easily (more difficult to
do in large groups and odd shaped rooms)
3. Use color to emphasize items
4. Limit each sheet to just a couple of main ideas
5. Have masking tape to hang each sheet around the room so that they are
available to the attendees
6. Write from one side with your body angled so that the attendees can see both
your face and the message on the visual
7. Right-handed instructors should place the flip chart on the left side of the
room and vice versa
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Visual Aids
Using Projected Media Presentations
1. Create presentations in the horizontal format
2. Try to keep text slides to no more than 6 lines of 6 words each using the entire
space available – generally no less than 24 point font
3. Don’t read the slide, use as a guide for the attendees to support the instruction
4. Project the slide high enough that it is visible to the back of the room and large
enough to be easily read
5. Project any slide only while it is being talked about. Remove or cover the lens
when they are no longer needed
6. Always have a spare bulb available
7. Begin and end your total workshop without using a slide except for the course
title. The attendees needs to focus on you rather than the projection.
8. Pause a few seconds as each slide appears to allow time for the attendees to
read the slide
9. Stand to the side of the image and only look at the slide image if you are
gesturing or pointing out something
10. Do not use a pointer unless the image is so large and the area of interest so
small that it is difficult to focus the attention of the attendees otherwise
11. Use a wireless remote if possible or tape the advance control to the projector so
that you can use your hands freely to gesture as you talk
Using Handouts
1. Reinforce important concepts and points you want remembered
2. Provide a graphic organizer for note taking
3. Provide an agenda or outline of the presentation
4. Provide more detail on information in your presentation
5. Provide references like books, articles and websites that the attendees can
access for more information
6. Consider the best time during a presentation to distribute each individual handout
Visual aids can be effective and can add to the information being presented.
However, they do not take the place of presenting accurate information and they
should be a visual “Aid” not a visual “Distraction”. The attendees should gain from
the use of visual aids.
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Questioning Techniques

Questioning Techniques
Asking Questions during a Presentation
It is important that attendees understand the material being presented and are
engaged in the training activity. The instructor can facilitate this process and gain a
measure of how well he or she is doing teaching the material by asking questions.
Evaluating attendee knowledge and retention through questions is an important part
of the learning process. Questioning provides the instructor and attendees with
feedback that ensures attendees attained a required level of knowledge and
uncovers misunderstandings. An AYSO instructor should consider the following tips:
The “APPLE” Technique
Mental preparation of the learners can be achieved through a simple five part
questioning procedure:
A - ASK THE QUESTION – The instructor should ask the question clearly
and concisely. When possible, the question should be well in mind before it is
asked. If a question is complicated it may be necessary to state it more than
once, varying the wording. It is imperative that the question is stated before
naming the person to respond.
P - PAUSE – After the question has been asked, pause so that everyone will
have time to think. It is important that enough time is given. It is helpful to
watch learners for nonverbal feedback to determine how long to pause. Read
the class – eyes are a good indicator of readiness to answer. Nonverbal
communication may also be an indicator that it may be necessary to repeat or
restate the question.
P - PICK AN ATTENDEE BY NAME – When learners are faced with the
possibility of being called on to answer the question, they are more likely to
try to formulate an answer. Learners should be randomly selected to answer
the questions. If the instructor develops a pattern of selecting learners to
answer questions, the purpose of the technique has been defeated.
L - LISTEN TO THE ANSWER – In addition to personally listening,
emphasize to all attendees the importance of listening to the answer given. A
technique that may be used to ensure that all learners are focused on the
idea presented is to ask someone else to respond to the answer given. This
also gets other learners out of a mode of being relaxed because they were
not called upon and helps ensure other learners understand the answer
given.
E - EMPHASIZE THE CORRECT ANSWER – This should be done without
embarrassing the responder. It may be necessary to ask probing questions
to have respondents clarify the response to support a point of view, or to
extend thinking. Emphasize correct answers and correct incorrect responses
tactfully using additional probing questions.
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Questioning Techniques
TIP:
When you ask questions and it is obvious that the attendees do not have a clear
understanding of the information, STOP and make sure that you properly present
the information before moving on to new material. Remember that if you leave
attendees with incorrect information it leaves just as lasting an impression.
The advantage to using this procedure is that everyone is included in the
questioning procedure thus increasing learning and attention.
Answering Attendee Questions
In order to effectively answer attendee questions the instructor needs to know how
to address responses to the following various situations that cause attendees to ask
questions:
1. Not understanding the material because of a lack of experience in the area.
Try to put the material in a context to which the attendee can relate. Tell a story
that illustrates the point. Ask the attendee to tell in their own words what he/she
thinks is meant.
2. Not being able to hear the instructor or other attendees. Arrange the
classroom so that all attendees can see and hear. For discussion oriented
courses arrange the seating around round tables so attendees can see and hear
one another. Rotate around the class so that you are near everyone at some
time. Ask if anyone has a particular problem hearing.
3. Seeking clarification or a deeper/fuller explanation. Determine if the extended
discussion will benefit the whole group. If it does and time permits, extend the
discussion for a little while but be aware of the time. Try not to cater to someone
in the group whose experience is far greater or significantly less than the rest of
the class. Remember the objective of the class and try to teach to that objective.
4. Confirming that they understand what the instructor is presenting. Confirm
that they have the intended meaning or restate the information using a different
approach or example. If the questioning persists, suggest that the attendee talk
to the instructor during a break. Be careful not to demean the attendee.
5. Checking for understanding when confronted with opposing information.
Deal with the possibly conflicting information. Paraphrase the two sides of the
story to confirm that you understand the two viewpoints. When there is more than
one possible answer, confirm that there are different answers but that for the
purpose of this class you would like them to learn the point you are trying to
make.
6. Bird walking–getting the instructor off the subject. Acknowledge the question
and the attendee but return to the relevant material quickly or you can lose the
rest of the class. Make sure that you aren’t taking a bird walk on your own.
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Questioning Techniques
Impress upon the learners this important rule about answering attendee questions:
IF YOU DON’T KNOW THE ANSWER, DON’T MAKE ONE UP
Tell the attendee you will research the question and get back to him/her. (either
before the end of the course or within xx days by email or phone.)
Levels of Questions
Good questions are directed towards learning and evaluating thinking, rather than
towards what has been learned in a narrow sense. Questions can be classified in
several ways:
1. KNOWLEDGE – the recall of specifics.
blocks for other levels.

Questions at this level are building

a. Ask the attendees to provide examples of knowledge questions.
Examples may include items such as:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

What are the four attacking principles?
When is a ball out of play?
Where is Section 7?
What positions are required to form a pilot Region?

2. COMPREHENSION – ask the learner to show an understanding of the message
contained in a communication. The learner is required to organize and select
facts and ideas. Provide the attendees with an example of a comprehension
question such as; Restate the duties of the Referee in your own words. The
ideas may be simple or complex.
a. Ask the attendees to provide examples of comprehension questions.
Examples may include items such as:
i. State in your own words the duties of an Assistant Referee.
ii. What are the main ideas of the delay as a defensive principle of
play?
iii. What actions must be taken for a pilot Region to become a
chartered Region?
3. APPLICATION – require the learner to apply what has been learned to other
situations and learning tasks. Part of the challenge lies in the learner’s ability to
determine the appropriate process to use. Provide the attendees with an
example of an application question such as: How would you conduct a pre-game
inspection of the field.
a. Ask the attendees to provide examples of application questions.
Examples may include items such as:
i. What are the key elements in preparing a practice?
ii. When would you apply the advantage clause?
iii. What are attitudes related to safety?
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eAYSO for Instructors

AYSO Course Registrations
4. ANALYSIS – require a lot of thought to formulate. This requires the learner to
separate a whole into component parts. Before learners can deal with analysis
level questions they must master the concept at the information level. Provide
the attendees with an example of an analysis question such as: How should the
referee handle this situation?
a. Analysis questions are often case studies or role-playing scenarios where
the learner is required to assemble a collection of learned information into
reaching a conclusion.

eAYSO for Instructors
AYSO Course Registrations
It is very important for all AYSO courses to be registered in eAYSO in advance of
the course being held. Registering a course is a critical step in the process of
holding a class and allows potential attendees to find out about the course and
register to attend.
It is equally important for the instructor to manage the course roster – i.e. ensure that
the proper attendees are on the roster, track course completions, drops and most
importantly, RETURN or CANCEL rosters.
*** All Course Rosters must be Returned in eAYSO or Cancelled within 60
Days after the completion of the course – otherwise the Instructor’s privileges
will be suspended. Rosters must be returned with proper indications for
course completions in order for attendees to receive the appropriate
certifications.

Request a Course in eAYSO
Instructors and Course Verifiers can use the following the step-by-step process to
Request a Course or register a course in eAYSO
NOTE: The AYSO Training Course Catalog link appears on the Course Request
page. Please consult this prior to making a request to ensure that the Lead
Instructor has the appropriate certifications and the Course Verifier has the
appropriate position.
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eAYSO for Instructors

Request a Course in eAYSO
1. Go to www.eayso.org and Login to eAYSO with an e-mail Address and
password.

2. Select the Course Request option from the Region/Area/Section > Instructor
menu:

20
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eAYSO for Instructors

Request a Course in eAYSO
The Course Request Form should display. If it does not, or if a Restricted Page
is displayed – there is a problem with your permissions in eAYSO. Contact your
Regional Commissioner (Area Director or Section Director) to correct this
problem.

3. Complete the Course Information section by performing steps 4 through 9.
4. If the course is being held at the Region level just enter the Region number in
the Region # block, the Section and Area will automatically update on the request
even though they do not display on the screen.
5. If the course is at the Section or Area Level select the appropriate Section from
the pull down menu (the screen will refresh to change the pull down menu to list
only those Areas in the Section selected), then select the appropriate Area
from the pull down menu
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6. Select the appropriate course from the pull down menu (these are displayed in
alphabetical order).
7. Enter the start date for the course by typing in the date or using the calendar
feature.
8. Select the state from the pull down menu (the screen will refresh to setup the
city menu).
9. Select the appropriate city from the pull down menu.
10. Complete the Lead Instructor Section by performing steps 11 through 18
11. Assign the lead instructor. If you have questions about instructor requirements,
or course requirements, you can click on View Certification Matrix at the bottom
of the Course Information Section.

12. Click on Assign Lead Instructor.

13. You will see the Assign Lead Instructor search window.
14. From the Assign Lead Instructor search window enter the search criteria for the
lead instructor and click on Search for a volunteer.
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15. A list of volunteers who meet the search criteria will display below the search
window. You can continue to narrow the search by adding to the search criteria
and clicking on Search for a volunteer if you need to.
16. From the list of volunteers that meet the search criteria select the appropriate
lead instructor by clicking on the radio button next to the lead instructor’s
name.
17. Click on Assign lead instructor
18. The Lead Instructor information will display in the Lead Instructor section. If this
information is correct, proceed. If the information is incorrect, click on the Clear
button and repeat the process to assign the correct Lead Instructor.
19. Complete the Course Contact section by performing steps 20 through 28
20. If the Course Contact is the same as the Lead Instructor, click on Same as
Lead Instructor and proceed to step 28 to complete the Course Contact section.
21. If the course contact is the not the same as the Lead Instructor, click on Assign
Course Contact.

22. You will see the Assign Course Contact search window.
23. From the Assign Course Contact search window enter the search criteria for
the Course Contact and click on Search for a volunteer.
24. A list of volunteers who meet the search criteria will display below the search
window. You can continue to narrow the search by adding to the search criteria
and clicking on Search for a volunteer as you need.
25. From the list of volunteers that meet the search criteria select the appropriate
Course Contact by clicking on the radio button next to the contact’s name.
26. Click on Assign Course Contact.
27. The Course Contact information will display in the Course Contact section. If this
information is correct, proceed. If the information is incorrect, click on the Clear
button and repeat the process to assign the correct Course Contact.
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28. Complete the Course Verifier section.
a. Perform step 30 if the course is verified by the same person as the lead
instructor.
b. Perform step 31 if the course is verified by the same person as the course
contact
c. Perform steps 32 through 37 if the course is verified by someone other
than the Lead Instructor or the Course Contact
29. If the Course Verifier is the same as the Lead Instructor, click on Same as Lead
Instructor and proceed to step 38 to complete the Course Verifier section
30. If the Course Verifier is the same as the course contact, click on Same as
Course Contact and proceed to step 38 to complete the Course Verifier section
31. If the course verifier is different than the lead instructor or the course contact,
click on Assign Course Verifier.
32. You will see the Assign Course Verifier search window.
33. From the Assign Course Verifier search window enter the search criteria for
the Course Verifier and click on Search for a volunteer.
34. A list of volunteers who meet the search criteria will display below the search
window. You can continue to narrow the search by adding to the search criteria
and clicking on Search for a volunteer as you need.
35. From the list of volunteers that meet the search criteria, select the appropriate
Course Verifier by clicking on the radio button next to the verifier’s name.
36. Click on Assign Course Verifier.
37. The Course Verifier information will display in the Course Verifier section. If this
information is correct, proceed. If the information is incorrect, click on the Clear
button and repeat the process to assign the correct Course Verifier.

38. Enter any comments associated with this course in the comments block. Any
information entered here will be displayed to attendees viewing course listings. It
can be used to include any instructions to attendees – pre-requisites, costs if
applicable, length of course, end date, directions to the facility.
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39. If after submitting the request, the instructor wants to adjust any of the
elements with new information, they my contact rosteradmin@ayso.org for
assistance – instead of cancelling and starting over.
40. Click on Submit to submit the course request
41. You will see a screen display that shows the course roster number and states
Course Request Data Submitted Successfully

42. The Course Lead Instructor, Course Contact & the Course Authorizer will receive
an e-mail showing the course registration and the roster number.
43. You can print a copy of the course roster by clicking on Print Program Roster.
44. IF THE LEAD INSTRUCTOR IS NOT QUALIFIED TO TEACH THE COURSE –
the following will occur
a. The screen display will state “Our database shows that the Lead Instructor
Certification Information does not meet the requirements for this course.
Please contact the Programs Department at the National Office if this is in
error.”
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b. The course will not be registered.
c. Courses are approved only if the Lead Instructor has the proper instructor
certifications.
45. IF THE LEAD INSTRUCTOR IS QUALIFIED BUT THE AUTHORIZER IS NOT
QUALIFIED TO AUTHORIZE THE COURSE – the following will occur:
a. You will see a screen display that shows the course roster number and
states Course Request Data Submitted Successfully
The screen display will state “Our database shows that the Course Authorizer
Information needs to be updated. The roster will be placed in a Pending
Status. And automatic email is sent to rosteradmin@ayso.org and National
Office staff will respond accordingly.
b. The Course Authorizer Information must be resolved prior to conducting
the course.
46. If you have any questions about completing the Course Request Form contact
the AYSO Programs Department at the National Office (800) 872-2976 or email
rosteradmin@ayso.org
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47. Managing a Course Roster in eAYSO
The following procedure will guide you through the step-by-step process for
managing a course roster in eAYSO.
1. If not already logged in to eAYSO. Login to eAYSO with an Email address
and password.
2. Select the Rosters option from the Region/Area/Section > Instructor menu:

The Training Rosters Lookup screen will display

3. To locate the roster you want to manage you can the search to locate a roster by
using the search criteria.
4. Click on Search.
5. You will see the rosters that matched the search criteria you requested
6. For the roster you want to manage click on the radio button next to the roster.
7. Click on Manage Roster
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8. You will see the View/Edit Training Rosters screen and the information for the
roster you selected will be displayed.
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To add an attendee to the roster complete the following steps
• Click on Add Roster Attendee
•

You will see the Program Roster Attendees screen

•

From the Program Roster Attendees search window enter the search criteria –
for the course attendee and click on Search for a volunteer

•

A list of volunteers who meet the search criteria will display below the search
window. You can continue to narrow the search by adding to the search criteria
and clicking on Search for a volunteer if you need to. If the volunteer information
does not display ensure that you have entered the appropriate search criteria.
For example, a volunteer may go by “Bob” but their record in eAYSO is listed as
“Robert.” If you are certain you have searched and the volunteer can’t be found
proceed to: To add an attendee that does not have a volunteer record in eAYSO

•

From the list of volunteers that meet the search criteria select the appropriate
course attendee by clicking on the radio button next to the volunteer’s
name.

•

Click on Add Attendee to Program Roster

•

The volunteer will now display in the list of Program Roster Attendees.

•

Repeat the process in steps 1 through 7 above to add additional attendees.
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To add an attendee that does not have a volunteer record in eAYSO
1. If the volunteer does not display after using the search feature on the Program
Roster Attendees screen you can still add them to the roster by completing the
following steps:

2. Click on Add New Volunteer
3. The Add New Volunteer screen will display
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4. Complete the information on the Add New Volunteer form. NOTE: All red
asterisked fields are mandatory and must be filled in.

5. After completing the Add New Volunteer form, click on Submit.
The new volunteer will display on the Program Roster Attendees. Names that
appear in RED will remain in red as an Attendee until the Region processes the new
Volunteer Application exactly as is appears on the roster.
6. If the information is identical, eAYSO will automatically convert the Attendee to
GREEN – Registered status, otherwise the attendee will not be given any credit
for attending the course
Roster Management
• To print a course roster click on Print Program Roster. A pdf document will
display.
Removing a volunteer from a roster
1. If a volunteer did not complete the course or if a volunteer was not present at the
course or canceled prior to the course you want to remove them from the roster.
We will assume that the individual you created the new record for (Your First
Name) Volunteer did not attend the course.
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2. Click on the Remove Box for the volunteer
3. Click on Remove at the bottom of the list of attendees – you will see that the
volunteer has been removed from the roster
Completing and Returning a Roster
• After completing the course you will do the following for each volunteer who
successfully completed the course.
•

Click on the Completed box by their name on list of attendees to indicate
that they successfully completed the course.

•

Click on Return Roster at the bottom of the list of attendees to submit the
course roster.

•

The following actions will occur:
o The status of the course roster will change from Approved to Returned.
o All attendees who were identified as completing the course will have
their volunteer records updated to reflect completion.

Special Conditions – Information
For Intermediate Referee, Advanced Referee and National Referee courses the
volunteer’s record will be updated to reflect the course completion. To obtain
certification as an Intermediate Referee, Advanced Referee or National Referee,
additional requirements must be fulfilled a Referee Upgrade Form must be submitted
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to the National Office in order for their training record to reflect these referee
qualifications.
For instructor courses, the volunteer’s record will be updated to reflect completion of
the instructor course. To obtain instructor certification either of the following actions
or a combination of these actions must be completed:
An Instructor Verification Form must be completed to indicate the instructor has the
appropriate discipline specific knowledge and has demonstrated the appropriate
presentation skills. These forms should be sent to the National Office.
If several instructors completed all instructor qualifications at the time of the
instructor course, then a memo, e-mail, or marked up copy of the roster should be
sent to the AYSO National Office. This can be done instead of having each
instructor submit a verification form.
Email: rosteradmin@ayso.org
Mail: AYSO National Office
19750 S. Vermont Ave., Suite 200
Torrance, CA 90502
ATTN: Roster Administrator

What’s Next?
To become fully certified as an instructor, you must complete the requirements as
specified in the Instructor Training Matrix.
Information for Coach Instructor Candidates:
Now that you have completed the Introduction to Instruction and have attended a U12 Coaching Course and completed AYSO’s Safe Haven®, your next step is to
attend the Coach Instructor course in your Area or Section. This training is designed
to teach instructor candidates how to conduct introductory coach training courses at
the U-6, U-8, U-10 and U-12 levels using AYSO directed teaching plans. At the
Coach Instructor course, candidates will be asked to give the following
presentations:
•
•

2- 3 minute impromptu presentation.
15 minute prepared presentation on a subject given at the end of the course.

Contact your Area or Section Coach Administrator for details and for any upcoming
courses scheduled..
Information for Referee Instructor Candidates:
The AYSO Referee Instructor Program consists of three components:
1. Introduction to Instruction Course, which emphasizes basic instructional skills
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and strategies applicable to all disciplines.
2. Referee Discipline Specific Training Courses – The Referee Instructor Course
and Advanced Referee Instructor course cover the referee specific knowledge
needed to instruct at each of these levels. National Referee Instructors are
developed through a mentoring process.
3. Attendee Teaching component – Candidate teaching is not done in the Referee
Instructor Courses but rather is done in real course situations with evaluation and
mentoring by certified Referee Instructor Evaluators.
At the Referee Instructor Course, referee instructor candidates will be asked to make
the following informal practice presentations:
•
•

3-5 minute personal introduction
10 minute original presentation from the Basic or Intermediate Referee Courses

Referee Instructor Criteria:
• Must have completed the AYSO Introduction to Instruction course
• Must be an Intermediate Referee and should be an Advanced Referee
• Completed Referee Instructor Course
• Passed Referee Instructor Examination
• Passed Referee Instructor evaluations
• Completed AYSO’s Safe Haven® Course
o As an instructor in a 30 minute presentation in the Basic Referee
Course with a qualified Referee Instructor Evaluator, and
o As an instructor in a 30 minute presentation from the Intermediate
Referee Course preferably with a different qualified Referee Instructor
Evaluator. These presentations must be made in an actual course.
Minimum Verifying Signature Required: Area Referee Administrator or Area Director
of Referee Instruction.
Information for Management Instructor Candidates:
Upon completion of the Introduction to Instruction, your next step is to attend the
Management Instructor course in your Area or Section. Contact your Area or Section
Management Administrator or Area Director for details and any upcoming courses
scheduled.
Management Instructor Criteria
Must have completed the AYSO Introduction to Instruction and AYSO’s Safe Haven®.
At the Management Instructor Course, management instructor candidates will be
asked to make the following presentations:
• 2 -3 minute personal introduction
• 10 minute presentation from any of the three management workshops
(Registrar Tier One, Treasurer Tier One and Safety Director)
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Information for VIP Instructor Candidates:
Upon completion of the Introduction to Instruction, your next step is to attend the VIP
Instructor Course in your Area or Section or at the Section Meeting. Contact your
Area or Section staff or the National VIP Coordinator for details and any upcoming
courses scheduled.
VIP Instructor Criteria
Must have completed the Introduction to Instruction Course
Must have completed the VIP Volunteer Training Course
Must have completed AYSO’s Safe Haven®
At the VIP Instructor Course, candidates will be asked to make the following
presentations:
• 2 -3 minute personal introduction
• 20 minute presentation from the VIP Volunteer Training course

Conclusion
AYSO would like to take this opportunity to thank you for volunteering your time and
for helping to fulfill the vision of providing world class youth soccer programs that
enrich children’s lives. You are one of over 250,000 who volunteer annually to serve
the children of AYSO and whose dedication and commitment make it all possible.
Thank you!
If there are any questions, concerns, or issues that you and your Region, Area or
Section would like assistance with, please contact the AYSO National Office at
(800) USA–AYSO or (800) 872-2976
email: programs@ayso.org
Be sure to check the Instructor channel on the AYSO website for other valuable
resources at www.ayso.org.
Be sure to check the Instructor channel on the AYSO website for other valuable
resources at www.ayso.org.
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